
Key Features Benefits

Sustained Line-Rate Packet 
Capture

Captures all traffic on disk to enable easy access to historical data anywhere, anytime

Simple Remote Access Easy retrieval of historical traffic from a common web browser or an automated script as a 
standard PCAP file

Modular Storage Capacity Elastic scaling of storage capacity and cVu’s automatic balancing

Integration with cVu Smart 
Monitoring

Packet data is correlated with key performance indicators and alerts, which can be 
extracted on-demand by cVu’s smart ports

Centralized Dashboard (cClear) Centralized management and unified access to information from a distributed deployment 
of multiple cVu and cStor devices from cPacket’s cClear visualization dashboard

cPacket cStor 
Integrated Packet Forensics for Advanced Real-Time Analytics
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There is a greater need for on-demand and real-time visibility into network data. Having the ability to analyze 
historical data and make corrective actions is imperative to network security. The demand for the best network 
technology that delivers full flexibility and visibility at high speeds of traffic while reducing operational expenses is 
critical to your company's bottom line.

cPacket’s cStor appliance is a cost-effective solution for recording high speed traffic at critical network links, and 
for retrospective analysis of operational and security issues. cStor captures packets on a modular disk array at line 
rate which enables network operators to retrieve any piece of data on-demand by simply using a web GUI or 
automated scripts. The historical recording enables forensic examination of critical issues that is required to make 
corrective actions.  Ingress traffic to the cStor appliance is derived from cPacket’s cVu monitoring device. The 
cVu’s smart ports are real time sensors that inspect all incoming traffic instantaneously to extract key performance 
indicators and proactive alerts about unusual activity.

cStor Product Specifications



cPacket cStor: Integrated Packet Forensics for Advanced Real-Time Analytics

cPacket Networks offers next-generation performance monitoring, packet brokering and 
security forensics solutions for service providers and other large network operators that 
are built around its innovative Distributed Monitoring Architecture. By bringing network 
intelligence closer to the wire, cPacket enables network operators to proactively 
identify problems before they negatively impact end-users. cPacket delivers real-time 
performance analytics at line-rate speeds up to 40Gbps and 100Gbps and provides the 
broadest coverage available in the industry. By improving operational efficiency and 
proactively identifying problems, cPacket customers are able achieve substantial OPEX 
and CAPEX savings. Based in Silicon Valley, CA, cPacket solutions are relied on by 
operators of the world’s largest service provider and enterprise networks. Learn more at 
www.cpacket.com, the cPacket blog, or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook.

Visualization & Management
The challenge of proactively monitoring your 
network is being able to understand large 
amounts of data in order to determine what  
is relevant and what is not. cClear’s maps  
and dashboard visualizations provide both 
the detailed high-level view, and granular 
access to packets to proactively monitor the 
troubleshoot the network. It also acts as the 
management console for the IMF. 

Analytics and Forensics
cVu Monitoring Nodes are distributed across 
your network to provide end-to-end visibility, 
capacity planning and security analytics 
for the entire environment by inspecting 
packet traffic in real time. Also, by bringing 
Operational Intelligence directly to the wire, 
you eliminate the risk of bottlenecks and data 
loss from your monitoring switches.

cStor Forensic Storage Arrays capture and 
archive packet traffic for troubleshooting, 
compliance and security analysis. 

Production Network 
This is the lifeblood of your organization. Your 
productivity depends on it. Your revenue 
depends on it. Your compliance depends on 
it. If it goes down or isn’t performing properly, 
you and your end users have a problem.
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Simple Integrated Access to Relevant Information


